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POD is expressed as %
SPACING is in feet

POD = 100 - (.5 x SPACING)

SPACING = (100 - POD) / .5

POS = POA x POD  (decimal)

RELATIVE INCREASE
For what-if use of resources
All POA's are ROW
RI = 100(POA[new] -  POA[old] / POA[old])

CUMULATIVE POD
POD is expressed as decimal
Cpod = 1 - (1- POD1) x (1- POD2) x (1- POD3) x (1- PODn)

For the following:
Area in Mi, Spacing in Feet

NUMBER OF SEARCHERS - given Area, POD and Time:
#SRCHRS = ((5280 / SPACING) x 3.5 x AREA) / HOURS

AREA - given # of Searchers, POD and Time:
AREA = ((HOURS x #SRCHRS) / (5280 / SPACING)) / 3.5

HOURS - given # of Searchers, POD and Area:
HOURS = ((5280 / SPACING) / #SRCHRS) x 3.5 x AREA

NOTE
SARBC is not responsible
for the use or mis-use of
the information on these
cards.
Card information was com-
piled from several sources,
and is presented here for
convenience.
Email: sarbc@sarbc.org  or
phone 250-383-1011



Note:  Baseline
distance will be

different for metric.

SHIFTING POA
For area Segment just searched:
Ax = ((1- POD) x POA) / (1- (POD x POA))

For all other area Segments:
An = POA / (1- (POD x POA))

PROBABILITY DENSITY
PDEN = POA / AREA

AREA OR X
AREA=(#SRCHRS x HOURS x SPEED x SPACING) /
                   #SWEEPS x 5280  [or 1000 metric]

METRIC
Spacing{m} = (Spacing{ft} / 3) x .92

For the following:
Area in Km, Spacing in Metres

NUMBER OF SEARCHERS - given Area, POD and Time:
#SRCHRS = ((1000 / SPACING) x 2.2 x AREA) / HOURS

AREA - given # of Searchers, POD and Time:
AREA = ((HOURS x #SRCHRS) / (1000 / SPACING)) / 2.2

HOURS - given # of Searchers, POD and Area:
HOURS = ((1000 / SPACING) / #SRCHRS) x 2.2 x AREA

POD = 100 - (1.5 x SPACING{m})
SPACING = (100 - POD) / 1.5
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Proportional Initial Segment POA Entry
Some people feel more confident using values which are
proportional (or relational) to each other. They don't want to
worry about whether or not they add up to 100%.

To use proportional initial POA's, don't worry about whether
the values add up to 100%. The values will be converted later
to add up to 100%. {e.g., (29/140) x 100}
Example:     Converted to %

Segment 1 - 29 21%
Segment 1 - 35 25%
Segment 1 - 40 28%
Segment 1 - 18 13%
Segment 1 - 13 9%
       ROW - 5 4%

TOTAL - 140     (rounded) 100%

        ROW POA as a measure of Search Efficiency
Consideration of the Maximization of the ROW POA -
through the utilization of resources and area segment
coverage. (single/multiple - same/different resources)

ROW POA(new) = ROW POA(old) / (1-OPOS)

(The ROW POA as calculated by shifted POA should be
the same as this result.)

OPOS is OVERALL POS
OPOS = POD1 x POA1 + POD2 x POA2 + PODn x POAn



h

Find Height of Object (h) using
 Clinometer on Silva Ranger 15TD

Angle from Observer
to Top of Object

Distance to Base of Object
1. Find angle using clinometer.
2. Use table to find constant.
3. Multiply constant times distance to get height.

5° 0.0875
10° 0.1763
15° 0.2679
20° 0.3040
25° 0.4663
30° 0.5774
35° 0.7002
40° 0.8391

DegreesDegrees Constant

45° 1.0000
50° 1.1918
55° 1.4281
60° 1.7321
65° 2.1445
70° 2.7475
75° 3.7321
80° 5.6713

Constant
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Considerations
Parking
Fuel
Storage/Supply
Registration
Notice area
Assembly area
Briefing area
Sleeping area
Family area
Latrines
Wash-up area
Heli-pad
Search Command Post
1st Aid Post
Kitchen
Generator area
Group HQ areas

Relationships
Group activities
together:
Command, Plans,
Comms
Latrines, Sleeping area,
wash-up
Which need isolation:
Sleeping area,
Command, Helipad
Access to transportation:
Supply, Equipment area,
Kitchen, Garbage,
Staging area
Personnel Flow thru
Camp:
Straight line paths are
natural

Spike Camp (Forward
Camp) - small camps
nearer the search area,
usually servicing a part
of the search area

Portable Camp - one/two days

Fixed Base Camp - Several
days, more elaborate, better
equipped

BASE CAMP LAYOUT
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OVER

 SPECIAL BRIEFING
VOLUNTEERS

(with no SAR training)

Assign new volunteers into groups.
Assign a qualified person to instruct the group of
volunteers regarding the basics.
Cover with the group the following:

The TEAM LEADER is the BOSS!
        Stay with the team, don’t wander.
        Have patience, searches take time.

TRACK CRAWL
        Clue conscious.
        Tracking aware.
        Flagging.

GRID SWEEP (Type 2 or 3)
        Clue conscious.
        Tracking aware.
        Flagging.
        How to look.

Looking behind.



        Searching under logs.
        Searching hollow areas.
        Searching through bushes.
        Line Control
                Stop and Go signals.
                Stay in place.
                Spacing - why important.
                Silence on the line.
                Call and Listen.

  Items (lunch) packed in, to be packed out.
        Clothing and footware.
        Fitness concerns re rugged terrain.

WHY YOU ARE HERE.

NOTES
Try not to let volunteers into the bush unless they
have had this briefing.
The person doing the briefing  should sign or
stamp the  Wilderness SearchNotice forms, which
each person has been issued.
The person making up the teams should check the
forms for a signature or stamp when recording the
names on the Teamlist/Assignment form.
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OVER

Information Required by Team Leaders

1. Situational Status:
     -reasons there is a missing person
     -general description of the strategy as it applies
2. Description of missing person
     -outer clothing and equipment (searching data)
     -physical description including: age,  etc.
     -vital concerns (medications, illness) if necessary
     -emotional condition if necessary
     -behaviour traits if necessary
3. Clue Considerations
     -shoe/sole pattern description, for trackers
     -items that may be dropped (searching data)
     -actions of search team, upon finding clues
4. Field Assignment:
      -EXPLICIT searching instructions
     -specific area (start and finish)
     -search pattern
     -anticipated POD
     -terrain description (hazards and/or attractions)
     -anticipated time frame
     -any adjacent teams in the area (re: tracking, call and listen etc)
4a.  Map and Compass
     -grid references and bearings
     -declination for compass
     -map of search area (if available)
     -map of base camp and facility (if available)
4b.  Communications:
     -team call sign and frequency
     -proper procedures
     -codes (if necessary) be discrete, family/media may be listening
     -checking in procedures..1/2 hr (for safety reasons)
4c.   Rescue / Recovery
     -what to do if subject found alive and/or injured



     -what to do if missing person found dead
     -Preservation of Evidence procedures, (see handout)
     -proper documentation
     -only appropriate people in area (ie. first aid)
     -procedure if searcher is injured while in the field
5. Transportation:
      -from where
      -how
      -return rendezvous
      -return time (anticipated)
6. Team Member Equipment:
      -adequate clothing for environment
      -appropriate footwear,
      -pack (24-48 hr)
      -adequate fitness level
7. Equipment:
      -safety equipment for team
      -pen and paper
      -maps and forms
      -communications equipment
      -tracking equipment
8. Debriefing:
      -where and when (after arrival at base camp)
      -estimated POA, POD
      -terrain analysis
      -survivability estimate for missing person
      -hazards, attractions and confusion factors in the area
      -report should be WRITTEN
9. Media / Family Procedures:
      -do not talk of search in public areas  (family/media may
           overhear)
      -who the media/family liaisons are
      -make searchers aware who family are, and their location
10. H.Q. Structure
      -who is in charge of what
      -command structure

REVIEW
IF NECESSARY

-how to look
-mapping review
-whistle signals
-compass review
-call and listen
-search patterns
-talking on the line
-flagging procedures
-clues/item found
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TERRAIN ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
Area: Date:
Map: Time:
Location of PLS SAR Team:

Subject Type:
Location of LKP

Subject Cond:

Subject is:

Max Travel Distance:
Min Travel Distance:
PLR#:
PLR Type:
Search Segment #:
Notes:

Present Confine Distance:
Change Confine [  ]

Total PLR Sheets:

[   ]  UP
[   ]  DOWN
[   ]  FLAT
[   ]  HILLY



5 W's
Who
What
Where
When
Why

ACRONYMS TO REMEMBER

METHODS
Theoretical
Statistical
Deductive
Subjective
Mattson

STOP
S - Stop - before proceding
T - Time - note it now
O - Observe - look for hazards/big picture
P - Proceed - with caution

CATS
C - Confinement - set up confinement ASAPP
A - Attraction/Hasty - should be considered
T - Theorize (5W's) - behaviour characteristics, stats, gut
S - Systematic Approach - divide search area into easy
       to manage, logical segments; Mattson, send teams
        to highest POA's

SEARCH
S - Story - get 5 W's
E - Emergency - yes/no - urgency #
A - Activate call-out
R - Resources - enough?
C - Communications - Radios - online, on, enough?
H - Help - delegate management tasks

EVAC
E - Entrance and Exit - routes
V - Vehicle - methods of getting in/out
A - Any other way? safe?
C - Condition of Subject

RAPID
R - Recruit - call in the appropriate search
       resources/teams
A - Assign - delegate the setup tasks to prep teams,
      gear, communications to qualified team leaders
P  - Prioritize - which teams must get out ASAP to
      stabilize search scene (i.e. confinement, hasty)
I   - Inform - brief team leaders with tasks and area
       segments
D - Deploy - get the teams out and working
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-prop safety

-location and use of Master Switch, Mags &
Avionics Power Switch (if so equipped)

-Fuel shut-off valve(s) & Mixture control valve

-location of on-board ELT and how to activate

-location and use of Fire Extinguisher

-location of First Aid equipment

-location of Survival equipment

-location and use of Air Vents

-operation of "three position" seats

-use and application of Seat Belts & Shoulder
harness

-operation of Door handles

-alternate methods of exiting the aircraft

-emergency procedures in the event of ditch-
ing or forced landing

-use of PFDs (personal floation devices)

SAFETY BRIEFING
on boarding of aircraft
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NOTICE OF CRASH LOCATION (NOCL)

Call Sign Significance
THIS IS Rescue 000 Notice of Crash Location
November Oscar
Charlie Lima
ALPHA - AFFIRMATIVE

Positive ID of Crash site
as object of search

ALPHA - NEGATIVE
Inability to determine
positively that crash sighted
is object of search

BRAVO - 5040 12515
8 or 9 digit Lat/Long group
without the N or W

CHARLIE - NEGATIVE
No survivors or casualties
can be seen

CHARLIE - (any number)
Number of survivors or
casualties actually seen

CHARLIE - UNDETERMINED
Status of survivors or
casualties cannot be
determined



IndicationSignificance
RED Requirement for immediate treatment

and evac -Priority 1
YELLOW Early treatment and evac -Priority 2
GREEN Routine treatment and evac -Priority 3
BLUE Deferred treatment and evac -Priority 4
WHITE Survivor(s) uninjured
GREY Victim(s) missing
BLACK Victim(s) dead
DELTA ONE NORTH

ONE - indicates side of hill, plus
indication of N, S, E, or W side of hill

(DELTA) TWO WEST
TWO - indicates valley, plus indication
of N, S, E, OR W side of valley floor

(DELTA) THREE - indicates level country
(DELTA) FOUR - indicates heavily wooded area

Can be used with 1, 2, or 3
(DELTA) FIVE - indicates water
(DELTA) FIVE ALPHA - Near shore
(DELTA) FIVE BRAVO - Well off shore
ECHO ONE - Request for auth to deploy SAR-T
(ECHO) TWO - Requirement for helicopter
(ECHO) THREE - Possible for ground party to

reach location in good time
(ECHO) FOUR - Requirement for rescue boat
(ECHO) FIVE - Require coroner
FOXTROT (remarks) - watch security of msg
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These Pocket Cards contain information
in summary (memory aid) format.  One
should be completely familiar with the
theory behind each Card. The information
was compiled from various published
sources and authors. The authors retain
rights to their material.

SARBC makes no warrantees whatsoever
as to usefulness or suitability of the infor-
mation contained on the Cards.

These Pocket Cards are published by the
Publishing Division (250-384-6696) of the
Search and Rescue Society of British Co-
lumbia (SARBC). (sarbc@sarbc.org)

SARBC
P.O. Box 187, Victoria, BC  V8W 2M6
Phone 250-384-6696  Fax 250-383-6849



International Ground-Air Emergency Code

V   X   N   Y
LL   F   L   W
Additional symbols below for use only in Canada

Require Assistance
Require Medical assistance
No
Yes
Proceeding in this direction
All is well
Require food and water
Require food and oil
Require repairs

     Lay out symbols using cloth, wood, stones, etc.
     Ensure color contrast
     Minimum 8 ft high symbols

V
X
N
Y

LL
F
L
W

➞

AIRCRAFT  ACKNOWLEDGMENT
     Message received and understood
          Rocking from side to side or green signals
     Message not understood
          Complete right-hand circuit or red signals
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HEAVY RESCUE INTERNATIONAL
MARKING SYSTEM

AGENCY

SARBC & KGC

HAZARDS

ELECTRIC, GAS,
SEWAGE LINES,

COLLAPSED
CHIMNEY, ETC.

STAGE OF RESCUE

STAGE 5

DATE & TIME

JAN. 30/94 1500 HRS
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Your CIS peer debriefer is available if
you want to talk about the incident.

Critical Incident Stress
You may experience some physical or emotional signs of stress.
This is normal.

COGNITIVE

confusion
calculation difficulties
disruption in logical thinking
slow thinking
poor concentration
memory problems
decreased attention span
distressing dreams
loss of objectivity
blaming someone
seeing event over and over

BEHAVIOURAL

unusual behaviour
withdrawal
change in activity level
change in relationships
change in communications
change in eating habits
increased smoking
increased alcohol intake
excessive humour
excessive silence
suspiciousness
hypervigilance or increased
watchfulness

PHYSICAL

upset stomach
nausea
profuse sweating
chills
diarrhea
sleep disturbance
fatigue
dry mouth
muscle aches
shakes
rapid heart beat
tremors (lips, hands)
feeling uncordinated
vision problems

EMOTIONAL

anxiety
denial
survivor guilt
fear
anger
feeling of hopelessness
feeling overwhelmed
feeling lost or abandoned
feeling of isolation
feeling worried
feeling of numbness
depression
wishing to hide
wishing to die
identifying with victim
uncertainty of feelings
grief



PRESERVATION  OF  EVIDENCE
In the case of suspected foul play or death of the subject:

1. Safeguard the scene by sealing off the entire area.  Allow only
people  actually engaged in the investigation into the area.
Record the names of all people who came into contact with the
scene area.  If relieved of this duty by Police officer in charge,
note his/her name, and time.

2. a. Note any vehicles in the immediate area and record their
        licence plate numbers.
    b. Note any people in the area not involved with the search,
        and write down a general description of each person.

3. The first member on the scene, or the Team Leader if
immediately available, will be responsible for completing a file
including: names of all persons present; all relevant times; the
condition of the scene;the condition, description and location of
the victim; type of day;description of the area; a rough sketch of
the scene also noting any peculiar or unusual items or pieces of
evidence (signs of struggle,weapons, bloodstains, etc.).

4. Try to hold all witnesses, if any, and limit conversation
between them. Treat suspects as witnesses, try and hold as a
witness.

5. In the case of violent or sexual crime, record the FIRST
statements of the victim and who the victim made them to.

6. First-aid and evacuation, if necessary, must be the prime
concern. However, try to protect the scene as much as possible.
Use only the people necessary, the rest of the team must be
excluded from the area.

7. One person should approach the scene to determine the course
of action. The rest of the team should stay back.

8. All team members who had any part of 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 above,
should record their observations and should be prepared to
attend a Coroner’s inquest if one is called.
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PHONETIC  ALPHABET

Letter Word Pronounced as
A Alfa AL FAH
B Bravo BRAH VOH
C Charlie CHAR LEE
D Delta DELL TAH
E Echo ECK OH
F Foxtrot FOKS TROT
G Golf GOLF
H Hotel HOH TELL
I India IN DEE AH
J Juliett JEW LEE ETT
K Kilo KEY LOH
L Lima LEE MAH
M Mike MIKE
N November NO VEM BER
O Oscar OSS CAH
P Papa PAH PAH
Q Quebec KEH BECK
R Romeo ROW ME OH
S Sierra SEE AIR RAH
T Tango TANG GO
U Uniform YOU NEE FORM
V Victor VIK TAH
W Whiskey WISS KEY
X X-ray ECKS RAY
Y Yankee YANK KEY
Z Zulu ZOO LOO



WILDERNESS  SURVIVAL
Personality Traits of a SURVIVOR

*Can make decisions.
*Can improvise.
*Can adapt and “make the best” of the situation.
*Has patience - can keep cool, calm, collected.
*Is prepared - hopes for the best, but prepares for

the worst.
*Knows own special fears and worries and most

important, can control them.

Will to Live/Positive Mental Attitude - Very sim-
ply put, what affects a person physically, also
affects mentally and whatever affects mentally will
ultimately affect physically.
A positive mental attitude which is proper in its
perspective for a given situation ultimately as-
sumes the highest of all priorities during any sur-
vival situation.

Emergency Management Requires Four Mental
Steps:

S - Stop
T - Think
O - Observe
P -  Plan

Stop, at the first sign of trouble.
Think, about immediate and future dangers.
Observe, look around and size up the situation.
Plan, the best course of action before implementing
any action.
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CLUES
There are at least four Messages that a lost
subject can convey that a searcher needs to be
able to detect during a search.

1. The present location of the subject
2. The previous location of the subject
3. The destination of the subject
4. A total lack of clues

Four Categories of Clues
1. Physical - footprints, cigarette butts, etc.
2. Recorded - summit log, trail register, etc.
3. People - witnesses, family, friends, people

in search area, etc.
4. Events - flashing lights, whistle, yell, etc.

A good searcher must be able to distinguish
between relevant and irrelevant clues; clues left
by non-subject people (searchers, bystanders,
etc.) and those left by the subject; and be able to
interpret the messages conveyed by the clues.

All clues should be placed on a time continuum
that includes all relevant clues and messages so
that a chronology can be developed to better
reconstruct the scenario surrounding the inci-
dent.  Time should be noted of all events that take
place within a search.  Teams as well as individu-
als, should keep a log of their activities to better
document the sequence of events during a search.



Print at 100%
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These Pocket Cards contain information
in summary (memory aid) format.  One
should be completely familiar with the
theory behind each Card. The information
was compiled from various published
sources and authors. The authors retain
rights to their material.

SARBC makes no warrantees whatsoever
as to usefulness or suitability of the infor-
mation contained on the Cards.

These Pocket Cards are published by the
Search and Rescue Society of British Co-
lumbia (SARBC). (sarbc@sarbc.org)

http://www.sarbc.org
SARBC

P.O. Box 187, Victoria, BC  V8W 2M6
Phone 250-384-6696  Fax 250-383-6849

Editor: Mike Doyle



IOC - Numerical Influence of Clue

Potential Influence Level
Authenticity Rating A B C D E F G H I

Very Likely Auth 100.0 70.7 50.0 35.4 25.0 17.7 12.5 8.8 6.3
Likely Auth 100.0 77.1 59.5 45.9 35.4 27.3 21.0 16.21 12.5
Even: Auth/Not Auth 100.0 84.1 70.7 59.5 50.0 42.0 35.4 29.7 25.0
Likely Not Auth 100.0 91.7 84.1 77.1 70.7 64.8 59.5 54.5 50.0
Very Likely Not Auth 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100.

IOC - Influence of Clue
Potential Clue Influence Levels for Search Segments
A - Clue strongly suggests subject is in segment
B -
C - Clue suggests subject is in segment
D -
E - Clue suggests nothing about subject in/not in segment
F -
G - Clue suggests subject is not in segment
H -
I - Clue strongly suggests subject is not in segment

Table 1

Clue Authenticity Ratings
Clue is Very Likely Authentic
Clue is Likely Authentic
Clue is Even: As Likely Authentic as Not
Clue is Likely Not Authentic
Clue is Very Likely Not Authentic

Table 2

Table 3

The IOC is determined individually for each search Segment. In determining the IOC the Authenticity Rating value must remain the
same for each Segment through one iteration of the formula. The Potential Influence Level (PIL) may change from Segment to
Segment.

This allows us to reflect the Influence of a clue to POA's, and change them accordingly.

To apply the values above to the current POA distribution, use the following formula.

D = Seg1[old POA] x IOC + Seg2[old POA] x IOC + Seg3[old POA] x IOC + . . . . Segn[old POA] x IOC

Seg1[new POA] = (Seg1[old POA] x IOC / D x 100
Seg2[new POA] = (Seg2[old POA] x IOC / D x 100
Seg3[new POA] = (Seg3[old POA] x IOC / D x 100

. . . . . .
Segn[new POA] = (Segn[old POA] x IOC / D x 100

To reverse the effect of a bad clue, apply the complement of the bad clue to the current POA distribution to undo its effects.

        DATE:
                  CLUE #:                SEG:
  EVALUATED BY:

WORKSHEET
Influence of Clue on Shifted POA

1   Area Segment

2   Potential Clue
     Influence Level

3   Authenticity

4   Numerical IOC

5   POA(old)

6   Line 4x5

7   "D"

8   POA(new)

I O C

REVERSAL OF
I O C

Example of Reversal
If Potential Influence Level was "B"
then the complement would be "H".
Authenticity remains the same.

Line 1:  Area Segment # Line 5:   Old Area Segment POA
Line 2:  From Table 1 Line 6:  Multiply Line 4 by Line 5
Line 3:  From Table 2 Line 7:  Add all products of Line 6
Line 4:  From Table 3 Line 8:  Line 6 divided by "D" (Multiply by 100 for %)

CONVERT ALL FIGURES TO DECIMAL

CONVERT ALL
FIGURES TO

DECIMAL



To use the O'Connor method (letters) instead of the Mattson Method (percentages):

Then:

A - Very Likely
B -
C - Likely
D -
E - Even Chance
F -
G - Unlikely
H -
I - Very Unlikely

O'Connor Method - Relative value
to determine initial POA's

VERY LIKELY - <- -> - VERY UNLIKELY
A B C D E F G H I

If lowest letter
used is:

A 1
B 2 1
C 3 2 1
D 4 3 2 1
E 5 4 3 2 1
F 6 5 4 3 2 1
G 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
H 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
I 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

As an example, If you evaluated area segments and they ranged from Very Likely to
Unlikely (A - G), then, going down the side to "G", use only the "G" numbers under the
top row for each segment.
If there were 4 area segments, and they were evaluated as:

Segment 1 - G
Segment 2 - A
Segment 3 - C
Segment 4 - D

Then:
The total will be 17 (7+1+5+4) or (G+A+C+D)
The person's POA for Segment 1 is 7/17
The person's POA for Segment 2 is 1/17
The person's POA for Segment 3 is 5/17
The person's POA for Segment 4 is 4/17

Which now have to be converted to percentages:
Seg 1 - 41% Seg 2 - 6% Seg 3 - 29% Seg 4 - 24% = 100% (rounded)





Proportional Initial Segment POA Entry

Some people feel more confident using values
which are proportional (or relational) to each
other. They don't want to worry about whether
or not they add up to 100%.

To use proportional initial POA's, don't worry about
whether the values add up to 100%. The values will be
converted later to add up to 100%. {e.g., (29/140) x 100}

Example: Converted to %
Segment 1 - 29 21%
Segment 1 - 35 25%
Segment 1 - 40 28%
Segment 1 - 18 13%
Segment 1 - 13 9%
       ROW - 5 4%

TOTAL - 140 100%
(rounded)

ROW POA as a measure of Search Efficiency
Consideration of the maximization of the ROW POA - through the
utilization of resources and area segment coverage. (single/multiple -
same/different resources)

ROW POA[updated] = ROW POA[current] / (1-OPOS)
The ROW POA as calculated by shifted POA should be the same as
this result.

OVERALL  POS
OPOS = (POD 1) x (POA1) + (POD2) x (POA2) + (PODn) x (POAn)

RELATIVE INCREASE
For what-if use of resources
RI = 100(ROW POA[updated] - ROW POA[current] / ROW
POA[current])


